
Chopsticks by Jaybird Quilts

Instructor: Megan Shein

Class Description

Chopsticks is a fun, easy to make block. There are two different blocks that make up this quilt. Using the 12” Creative
Grids 60 degree Triangle ruler, you will be able to quickly cut out these triangles and frame pieces. You will learn to work
with bias edges and chain piecing.

Class Supplies

Chopsticks Pattern by JayBird Quilts
12” Creative Grids 60 degree Triangle Ruler # CGRT12560 (The pattern designer recommends only this ruler
versus another type of 60 degree ruler, as not all rulers use the same measurements or are the same size. It can
not be ensured that any other 60 degree ruler will work. This ruler is available at Quilt Patch Fabrics.)
6 ½ “ x 24” quilt ruler
Usual quilting supplies including sewing machine, power cord, foot pedal, neutral thread, pins, small scissors to
trim threads, etc Also, include a 45mm rotary cutter (with a sharp blade), small cutting mat, iron and ironing
surface ( there are classroom irons and ironing stations available for use.)

Fabric Selection

Let your heart and creativity come to play! I used lots of fabrics that played well together. However, you could limit the
colors in your smaller triangle, or use a consistent color in the frames surrounding the larger triangles. This would be
lovely in seasonal, juvenile, or ethnic fabrics. Please refer to the pattern for yardage amounts. Have fun!! Please bring
all your quilt top fabrics to class ( excluding backing and binding).

Cutting Instructions Prior to Class

Please pre-cut (1) 6 ½” x WOF strip for your Center A triangle only. The pattern suggests cutting from your
background fabric, in my class example, I cut from different polka dot fabrics I had. Please do not cut any further
Please pre-cut (1) 2 ½” x WOF strip from each print fabric for Triangle A Frame Pieces ( PLEASE DO NOT CUT
ANY FURTHER AS WE WILL DISCUSS HOW TO USE THE TRIANGLE RULER IN CLASS)
Please pre-cut (1) 9 ½” x WOF strip from each print fabric for Center B Triangles regardless of which size quilt
you are making. Please do not cut any further
Please pre-cut (1) 1 ½” x WOF strip from the background fabric for Triangle B Frame Pieces. For my class
sample, I used several different colors of grunge fabric. ( PLEASE DO NOT CUT ANY FURTHER AS WE WILL
DISCUSS HOW TO USE THE TRIANGLE RULER IN CLASS)

I am happy to answer any questions about class and fabric choices. For this and any other questions you have, please
contact me at 704-771-9883 or email me at sheinmm@gmail.com

Housekeeping Notes: You are welcome to bring a bag lunch. Drinks should be in spill-proof containers. Please do
not put water in the classroom irons. You will receive a 15% discount on class supplies purchased at Quilt Patch
Fabrics. Additionally, you will receive a 15% discount on your purchases the day of the class (some exclusions
apply).
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